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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1964-1972 Radiator Cap RC-15 (Dimple Rivet) Correct embossed RC15 cap. Two different styles were
produced. RPE62B pictured on far right. RPE62C pictured left

CUPYRPE62B 54.05

1964-1972 Radiator Cap RC-15 (Flat Rivet) Correct embossed RC15 cap. Two different styles were
produced. RPE62B pictured on far right. RPE62C pictured left

CUPYRPE62C 54.05

1964-1972 RADIATOR CAP RC-15, EXACT
REPRODUCTION*

RC-15 AC radiator cap correct for all 57 up to 1972 (except
Corvair and coolant recovery). Superior quality, manufactured
from original OE specification materials. Others use cheap,
inferior materials ensuring premature failure from corroded
metals. Our reproduction actually holds rated pressure, others
release as low as 5psi! Faithful reproduction, including correct
text and exact ear shape. Officially Licensed GM Restoration
Parts.

CUHQW853 62.32

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1964-1972 Radiator Overflow Hose Radiator overflow hose for 1961-77 Oldsmobiles. Sold in a 36
inch length.

CUFSROH617 17.60

1964-1972 Radiator Seals Keep your radiator and surrounding components sealed to
factory specifications. These die-cut rubber seals are
manufactured for an original fit and finish. Seals are designed to
promote airflow into the radiator and improve cooling abilities
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CUREMCUT-RAD-0
38

31.98

1964-1972 Universal Stainless Steel Radiator Overflow Tank These beautiful polished stainless steel radiator overflow tanks
will give your engine compartment a clean, custom look. They are
available in various sizes and feature a twist-on cap and
mounting hardware.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CUIC60721 60.46

1966-1970 Radiator Insulators (Set of 2 short & 2 long ) - 4Pc Radiator insulator set with 2 long (6") and 2 short (5 1/2").  Sold
in a set of four pieces.1966-70 Oldsmobile Cutlass & 4421966-70
Oldsmobile 88, 98, and Starfire models

CUFSRI2021 47.20

1966-1970 Radiator Insulators (Set of 4 long ) - 4Pc Radiator insulator set with 4 long (6").  Sold in a set of four
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pieces.1966-70 Oldsmobile Cutlass & 442

1966-1972 Aluminum Performance Radiator These COLD-CASE radiators are Tig welded 100% aluminum
and absolutely beautiful. Don't buy a 3 or 4 row aluminum
radiator!   It doesn't cool as good as these oversize 2 row
models.These radiators are original appearing and have the
correct stamping. Once painted, you'd be hard pressed to find a
difference over an original versus a COLD-CASE.-100% TIG
welded-All Aluminum-Polished OE style tanks-(2) 1.25" Tubes-16
fins per inch-Corrugated fins that give more surface area and
more thermal transfer-Pressure testedSHIPPING NOTE: Addition
oversize surcharge may apply.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CUCCGMA546A 624.38

1968-1970 Cutlass Radiator Core Support Cushions &
Radiator Brackets (3 Core) - 4PC

Core support rubber mountsÊ4 pc set. These are the rubber
mounts and metal bracketsÊthat hold the radiator on the core
support used in the upper or lower brackets. These are an exact
reproduction of the original they are the correct shape and size
and are made of the same rubber as the original. They have the
same softness as the original.

CUITINL14719 62.40

1968-1972 Aluminum Performance Radiator Billet Radiator
Press Fit Cap

Top off the installation of your new Cold Case aluminum radiator
with a matching Cold Case billet aluminum radiator cap. They
feature a special press-fit design that only works with Cold Case
radiators.Features of Cold Case billet aluminum radiator caps
include:* Designed exclusively for use with Cold Case radiators*
High-quality billet aluminum construction* Strong and durable*
Press-fit* Etched Cold Case logo

CUCCRC100-1 36.72

1968-1972 Aluminum Performance Radiator Electric Fan
Assembly - Ea

Although they strongly recommend installing a fan and shroud kit
whenever possible, Cold Case electric fans are designed for
those applications where a shroud will not fit. They can be
mounted away from the face of the radiator, or directly against it.
Cold Case electric fans are available in a choice of sizes and
cubic feet per minute (CFM) ratings.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CUCCFAN16 140.24

1968-1972 Aluminum Performance Radiator Electric Fan
Wiring Kit (w/Relay)

Cold Case electric fan wiring kits are complete and include all
wiring, a thermostat, and a relay for quick and easy installation.
These fan control kits can be used with all single fan or multiple
fan applications as long as the combined current draw does not
exceed 30 amps.Additional features of Cold Case electric fan
wiring kits include:* Fans are temperature controlled and kick on
at 190 degrees F* Single Cold Case 16 in. fans draw 6 to 8
amps* Dual 12 in. Cold Case fans draw 12 amps

CUCCEF-1 151.37

1968-1972 Aluminum Performance Radiator Heavy Duty
Petcock w/Drain Valve

Cold Case radiator petcocks are heavy-duty 1/4 in. NPT petcock
drain valves. Included with Cold Case aluminum radiators, they
are offered as replacements for missing or damaged petcocks.
They conveniently allow you to drain your coolant without taking
out the valve.

CUCCDC-1 10.01

1968-1972 Aluminum Performance Radiator Kits (w/fan) Cool just got better! Cold-Case direct-fit aluminum radiator
modules bundle performance components for the most efficient
cooling available. They've packaged their high-quality radiators
with their direct-fit shrouds and electric fans to deliver the best fit
with an original look, an easy install, and effective cooling at an
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affordable price. Order the universal or application-specific model
best suited for fitment in your engine bay.All Cold-Case radiator
modules feature:* OEM-stamped, fully polished tanks* Aluminum
shroud* Electric fan(s)* Correct OEM fitment* Lightweight,
efficient aluminum construction* 100 percent TIG-welded*
Internally welded filler necks offer a clean, factory look* Two
oversized cooling rows for increased capacity* 1 in. to 1 1/4 in.
tubes for higher volume* Works with factory filler cap* Includes
OEM-style petcock* 42.7 percent lighter than comparable copper
radiators* 30 percent thicker materials than no-name aluminum
radiators
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1968-1972 Cutlass Radiator Core Support Mounting Brackets
and Rubber Insert (4 Core) - 4PC

1968-72 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 442, W-30 4 Core Radiator Core
Support Mounting Brackets and Rubber Inserts. These are the
lower mounts for a 4 core radiator. If you are converting your car
to a 4 core radiator you will need these larger mounts. If you have
changed out the core support due to rust issues you will need the
larger mounts to get the 4 core radiator to sit in the core support
the right way. These mounts are a brand new reproduction of the
originals in every detail. Also included are the rubber cushions
that mount in the steel bracket.

CUITINL11050 62.40

1968-1972 Cutlass/442 Overflow Bottle Kit This bottle was a very rare option that was dealer installed up
until 1972 with which all 455 Cutlass came stock. Most of these
cars had a problem with antifreeze coming out of the radiator
cap. In 1972 Oldsmobile decided to add an overflow bottle in all
Cutlass 455. If you had a problem with overheating they would've
installed this kit in your Cutlass. This kit will fit all 1968 / 1969 /
1970 / 1971 / 1972 Cutlass with a 350 / 400 or 455 motor. Kit
includes bottle, retainer with hose

CUPPZROK6872B 303.98

1968-1972 GM A Body Upper/Lower Radiator Support
Cushions Set (3 Row) - 4Pc

For 3-row or 4-row radiators, Each kit comes with 4
cushions.Notes: 4-row cushions may require slight modification
for some applications.

CURPULR003 38.38

1968-1972 GM A Body Upper/Lower Radiator Support
Cushions Set (4 Row) - 4Pc

For 4-row radiators, Each kit comes with 4 cushions. CURPULR004 38.38

1968-1972 GM A-Body Harrison 4 Core Radiator (Auto
Trans)

The correct looking 4 row radiator for automatic transmission
cars. It has the correct Harrison logo and correct hat channels &
copper brass core. This is a manual transmission radiator. It is a
GM licensed part. Perfect for a concours restoration of your
68-72 GTO / LeMans / Judge / Chevelle / LS5 / LS6 / El Camino /
Cutlass / 442 / W30 / W31 / Skylark / GS / GSX and 70-72 
Monte Carlos.  This radiator is made in the USA.NOTE: Over
sized packaging may result in additional shipping charges.
Shipping charges will be advised before shipping.

CUPPZHRA6872 1364.99

1968-1972 GM A-Body Harrison 4 Core Radiator (Manual
Trans)

The correct looking 4 row radiator for manual transmission cars.
It has the correct Harrison logo and correct hat channels &
copper brass core. This is a manual transmission radiator. It is a
GM licensed part. Perfect for a concours restoration of your
68-72 GTO / LeMans / Judge / Chevelle / LS5 / LS6 / El Camino /
Cutlass / 442 / W30 / W31 / Skylark / GS / GSX and 70-72 
Monte Carlos.  This radiator is made in the USA.NOTE: Over
sized packaging may result in additional shipping charges.
Shipping charges will be advised before shipping.

CUPPZHRM6872 1364.99

1968-1972 OVERFLOW HOSE CLIP This is the clip that mounts on the side of the radiator, and the
hose clips into it and keeps the hose up against the radiator. A
finishing touch for nice final detail. Fits all 68 69 70 71 72 73 74
75 76 77 78 79 80 71 GM cars with overflow hose.

CUPPZOHC6881 17.58
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1968-1972 Radiator to Support Well Nut Set These special nuts secure the LH portion of the radiator well area
and include the correct 1/4 shouldered bolts. Includes 2 each per
set.

CUICW14R 6.70

1969-1972 Cutlass Radiator Air Deflector Hardware Set -
6PC

These are the bolts that hold the air deflector to the bottom of the
core support. They have the correct built in washer and the are
the correct length and size. They are also plated in black. The
originals are always rusted or pitted. This set comes with 6 bolts.
This is all that you need to hold the air deflector to the car.

CUITINL10812 19.20

1969-1972 Cutlass Top Plate Mounting Bolts - 4PC 1969-72 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 442, W-30, W-31 Radiator Top
Plate Mounting Bolt Set.This bolt set is used to mount the
radiator top plate. These are an exact reproduction of the original
in the same material and thickness as the original.

CUITINL11048 9.60

1969-1972 Radiator Top Plate - 4-Core We now have the correct 1969-72 4 core radiator top plate for
cars with heavy duty cooling. It is designed to be used with or
without a fan shroud. Fits all 4 core radiators. If you have an
Oldsmobile 350 / 400 or 455 with standard cooling that you want
to upgrade, this is what you are looking for. Fits all Cutlass / 442 /
Hurst Olds W30 / W31 4-speed or automatic

CUPPZRTP692B 191.98

1970 W-30/W-31 Manual Radiator Tag Code EC Factory style metal tags that GM put on all radiators. It gives you
the codes that identify the kind of radiator was installed in your
car

CUPPZRT70EC 47.98

1970-1972 Radiator Cap RC-29 (Closed System) Use on some models with the closed system. CUPYRPE62D 54.05

1971-1972 Cutlass Radiator Core Support Cushions &
Radiator Brackets (3 Core) - 4PC

1971-72 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 442, W-30 3 Core Radiator Core
Support Mounting Brackets and Rubber Inserts. These are the
brackets and rubber mounts that cushion the radiator. These are
an exact reproduction of the original. They are the correct shape,
size, and material as the original. If you are restoring a car, these
brackets and mounts are a must. the originals are often dry rotted
and ripped. This set is for radiators with 3 cores in the center,
driver and passenger sides with 2 3/4" tanks.

CUITINL14716 62.40

1971-1972 Cutlass Radiator Core Support Cushions &
Radiator Brackets (4 Core) - 4PC

1971-72 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 442, W-30 4 Core Radiator Core
Support Mounting Brackets and Rubber Inserts. These are the
brackets and rubber mounts that cushion the radiator. These are
an exact reproduction of the original. They are the correct shape,
size, and material as the original. If you are restoring a car, these
brackets and mounts are a must. the originals are often dry rotted
and ripped. This set is for radiators with 3 cores in the center,
driver and passenger sides with 2 3/4" tanks.

CUITINL14717 62.40

1971-1972 Radiator Insulators - 4Pc Radiator insulators for 1971-72 Cutlass and 442 models, and
1971-75 88 and 98. Sold in a set of four pieces.

CUFSRI17 47.20
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Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Cutlass parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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